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To the Reader

We live in a visual world, we see thousands of pictures every day. We 
do not only see and look but we also take photographs. Many of us 
always take the camera along in the form of a mobile phone or as a 
small pocket camera. Camera is not only the recorder of memories but 
also a notebook, sketchbook or a means of social amusement. The flood 
of pictures is enormous, and their effect may even be numbing, but in 
spite of that it is possible for us still to be delighted, enchanted, pained 
and even become furious by the pictures and from their effects. Pictures 
affect us and live in our minds and in our memories on multiple levels. 

My viewpoint of photographs is not only that of a psychotherapist 
and a trainer but also of an enthusiastic photographer and a friend of 
photographing. The use of photographs in therapy and in teaching is a 
fascinating issue. It is easy to use photos and picture cards in teaching 
and in therapy with just one person, two people or with bigger groups 
of people. My basic statement is that photos touch and move the human 
mind deeply. With the help of meaningful pictures, new things can be 
learnt, self-knowledge can be increased and therapeutic impact can be 
reached. Photographs also open ways to the world of imagination and 
creativity.  
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therapeutic use of the new dimensions of a photograph. In Finland, this 
network includes, among others,  Tarja Koffert, Pirkko Pehunen, Lauri 
Mannermaa, Leena Koulu, Pirkko Niemelä, Bodil Lindfors, Tarja Lapila, 
Liisa Heimo-Vuorimaa, Hanna Hentinen, Miina Savolainen, Taina 
Erävaara, Hannele Romppanen and Pia Bartsch. Among the international 
partners I wish to thank especially are Rosy Martin, Judy Weiser, David 
Krauss, Joel Walker, Carmine Parella, Del Loewenthal, Cristina Nunez, 
Brigitte Anor, Younsep Sim, Astrid Ståhlberg and Aleksander Kopytin. 
Warm thanks also for good and inspiring collaboration to the numerous 
participants of my phototherapy training courses and to the members 
of the Finnish Phototherapy Association.

Turku, 12 January 2011

 Ulla Halkola

This book is a manual for using photo cards. In this book, I observe not 
only the ways of using photo cards but also the psychological basis of 
looking at and experiencing photos in the light of theory and practical 
experiences. I focus on symbolic pictures and on observing associations 
arising from them. 

This manual is based on the use of the Spectro card series, which I have 
created, and the experiences gained from them. The cards belong to the 
genre of associative pictures. Associative picture card series have been 
used in teaching and in therapeutic work systematically at least since 
the 1970s. The history of picture cards, however, is extremely old. The 
first playing cards arrived in Europe at the end of the 14th century. In 
other cultures, picture cards have existed in one form or another even 
before that. Picture cards have been art cards, playing cards or cards 
for predicting. In addition to playing, the aim has been to analyse one’s 
life and to control the future with the help of these cards. Associative 
pictures differ from these picture cards to the extent that there are 
no rules and there are no pre-determined interpretations for single 
pictures, but instead, the viewer’s mind creates the contextual meaning 
of the pictures. 

I would like to thank the Spectro card users for their enthusiastic 
reception, for good and diverse feedback, for sharing their experiences, 
and for their support in writing this book. I would also like to thank the 
national and international network for developing phototherapy, whose 
members, with their work, have helped to promote and to facilitate the 
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1. SYMBOLIC AND ASSOCIATIVE CARDS 
      IN THERAPY AND IN COUNSELLING
  

I have created the Spectro cards to enrich teaching, training and 
therapy work. Spectro photo cards belong to the genre of associative 
cards. Photo cards give many possibilities for creative broadening of 
the mind and for therapeutic treatment. In principle, it is a question 
of a very simple procedure – photographs are looked at together 
and their meanings are considered. It is amazing how diverse and 
meaningful these viewing and discussion sessions can evolve into.       

The power of associative photographs lies in their symbolism and in 
the fact that what one sees is the reflection of his/her reality, which is 
unique for each person. The word “symbol” originates from the Greek 
language, symbolon = sign. The symbol is a feature or an image, an 
emblem, a gesture or similar, used to illustrate an idea or a concept. 
With a symbolic image we can describe the things in our mind. The 
concept of metaphor is close to symbolic. Metaphoric expression is 
based on implicit comparison and contains a comparison. Symbols 
and metaphors, used both consciously and unconsciously, represent 
for people meaningful things, beliefs and their relationship with the 
world. In social interaction, they give communication colour, expression 
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also in group situations where group members’ understanding in fellow 
people and in oneself can increase.

The mirror and window metaphors have often been used to denote a 
photograph. The photographs reflect, first of all, their taker’s mind 
and in the context of viewing, the viewer’s mind. On the other hand, 
photographs are windows to the world depicted by the photographs. The 
mirror and window metaphors describe quite adequately the condensed 
nature of a symbolic photograph. The small in size and two-dimensional 
image, depicting perhaps just one single object, opens an extensive 
and multidimensional landscape of mind. At its best, the use of cards in 
therapeutic work and in training can give a push towards a change and 
realization. Before describing the Spectro cards and giving instructions 
for their use, I shall present three significant products which are used in 
teaching and in therapeutic work, and which have inspired me to create 
the Spectro cards. 

Photolangage – a method for deepening interaction and learning 

Alain Baptiste and Claire Belisle from France created the Photolangage 
method in 1968, in which black and white photographs are used. 
Photolangage is a group work method, in which the concentration 
focuses on looking at black and white photographs and talking about 
them, observation, personal interpretations and oral expression. 
The original purpose of the method was to help adults to develop 
their communication skills and self expression. The method proved 
extremely efficient in adult teaching, and its use has expanded and 
become established as its own genre in teaching and in therapy work.  

and personal strength. Often symbols are both socially and culturally 
defined. The amount of visual cultural symbolic images is enormous, but 
people have also their own symbols which refer to individual meanings.

The meaning of symbols is important both in learning and in therapeutic 
work.  A symbol links together and creates mental meanings. Symbolic 
thinking is in close relation to memory and emotions. Things are easier 
to remember when they can be connected to symbols meaningful to 
oneself. Association describes an event in which an association or an 
idea link together or bring to the level of awareness earlier associations. 
Symbols and metaphors open the way for associations and thereby help 
the formation of an association chain.

Using photo cards in teaching or in therapy is a natural way to familiarize 
clients/students/participants with the use of symbolic imagery alongside 
words. It is possible to confront and to express something significant to 
oneself with the help of pictures, something which possibly cannot be 
reached by means of a rational mind or language. Looking at symbolic 
photographs and choosing the important pictures to oneself is connected 
to the understanding of the story-like nature of life. Meaningful pictures 
mainly relate to life’s important experiences, memories and hopes in 
both the unconscious and in the conscious mind.

What is special about using the photo cards is the fact that, at the 
same time, several pictures are offered for viewing; pictures which one 
must make a choice between. One must choose pictures and picture 
symbols, which are touching and meaningful to oneself. At its best, 
looking at photographs, choosing a meaningful picture, describing 
meaningful things to oneself verbally, and discussing a picture increase 
self-knowledge. This does not only happen in a single viewer’s mind but 
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either alone or in a group. The purpose was, just as in the Photolangage 
method, to facilitate the emergence of emotions, ideas and intuition 
with the help of looking at the cards. There is no competition involved 
or rules when using the picture cards. Looking at cards is a play-like 
situation, in which even an adult can start telling stories with the help 
of pictures. Stories, which eventually may be very personal indeed. 

When using associative picture cards, the person’s unconsciousness 
and consciousness are in a free movement. The cards were called OH 
cards because Ely Raman often heard a surprising exclamation OOH! 
when people looked at the cards. It was noticed that the cards created 
surprises, insights and new, creative viewpoints. The use of the cards 
in teaching, training and therapy proved very powerful. The OH card 
series also includes word cards. The purpose is to combine the message 
of the pictures and the words in a meaningful and creative way with 
each other, and thereby deepen the experience and facilitate verbal 
expression.

The Walker Visual – Joel Walker’s photo images as tools for therapy

Joel Walker is an American psychiatrist and a photographer, who created 
photo cards called Walker Visual Kits in 1979. The idea for the photo 
cards, or rather boards, arose from his interactive photo exhibition 
See & Tell, which was held in New York. The exhibition consisted of 
ten photographs taken by him. In his exhibition, Joel Walker tried to 
reach active interaction with the visitors. At that time, he noticed that 
photographs are a good catalyst for talking, and he became aware of 
the ”power of pictures” and how quickly they led a person to his/her 

At a time, the novelty and the appeal of Photolangage as a method 
lay especially in the fact that the method used pictures in order to get 
people talking to each other, not for the sake of talking itself, but to 
get them to express something fundamental about themselves. The 
participants are not meant to comment on the aesthetics or the general 
content of the pictures in this method. The participants are expected 
to tell about the pictures from the viewpoint of their own personal 
experiences. The pictures for the card series are chosen on the basis 
of their suggestive power, their aesthetic quality and their projective 
and symbolic content. The purpose of the pictures is to stimulate and to 
bring out the viewer’s own mental impressions. 

The role of the group leader is to guide the process towards the aims 
set for the group, and to take care of the fact that each participant 
gets enough space to talk about his/her experiences.  Looking at 
pictures together and hearing about each participant’s observations 
and interpretations makes the group sensitive to noticing meaningful 
psycho-social viewpoints in relation to the theme being discussed. The 
stories told by the participants initiate a learning promoting group 
process, which can be varied in many different ways with the help of 
looking at pictures and talking and writing about them. 

OH cards – art as a tool for creativity and deeper interaction

The most famous card series of associative picture cards is probably 
OH cards, created by Ely Raman in the 1970s. He wanted to combine 
looking at art and interaction between people into a creative process. 
He created a card series from 78 painted pictures to be used by people 
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2. SPECTRO CARDS

The Spectro cards were spontaneously born from my personal collection 
of photographs, inspired by the use of associative picture cards. My aim 
has been to create as diverse series of photos as possible to allow the 
expression of different emotional states. On the symbolic level, there 
is usually an element of nature or places or objects connected to the 
everyday life of people. The basic series of Spectro Visions cards is 
complemented with Spectro Crises, Spectro Models, Spectro Graffiti 
and Spectro Clouds series. 

To the Spectro Crises series I have taken photos which create an 
impression of threatening situations, brokenness or conflict. The series 
is suitable to be used in therapy and especially when dealing with 
traumatic situations. The Spectro Models series consists of photos of 
window dressing dummies. The facial expressions of the dummies are 
dull, but the photos provide ingredients for story telling. A simplified 
photo anticipates that the viewer describes who is on the photo, what 
has happened or is happening at the moment. When several photos 
are used at the same time, the interaction networks between the 
characters in the stories can be reflected upon.

inner emotions and also to conflicts. He noticed that when people were 
talking about the pictures they were talking about themselves. 

After the exhibition, Joel Walker started to study the impact of 
photographs systematically. There were pictures, which had either a 
positive or a negative impact on people. Joel Walker considered these 
pictures especially well suited for psychotherapeutic use. He also noticed 
that the use of photographs was extremely suitable for people, who had 
difficulty in verbalising themselves or who had traumatic experiences. 
After some tests, Joel Walker chose four photographs to his card series, 
which had the most powerful impact. The card series was called The 
Walker Visuals. This card series is a pioneering series in the field of 
phototherapy, and it is used worldwide. The use of these cards has been 
studied and there are instructions for their use. Joel Walker stresses that 
the pictures are by no means diagnostic. The studies provide references 
to the types of emotions that the viewing of the photographs evokes 
and which are general observations. It is important that the use of the 
pictures is always conducted by a professional of the therapeutic field 
and that he/she is able to apply the pictures to a therapy process. 

It becomes apparent in all the above mentioned methods and their 
descriptions how, with the help of a picture, a person has a strong 
interaction with his/her inner mind and how through that the personal 
and subjective content of words receives its effectiveness. A personal 
touch to a photograph, when the photos are used, also deepens the 
interaction with the therapist, trainer and the group, in case of a group 
situation. 
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3. HOW TO USE THE SPECTRO CARDS

There are no strict rules to using the Spectro cards. The basic idea is 
that the cards are placed on a table for everyone to see. The instructor/
therapist asks a question and the viewer/viewers intuitively choose(s) a 
photo linked with the question. After that, the mental images, thoughts 
and emotions provoked by the photo are discussed. Also several photos 
can be selected according to different themes, or they can be used to 
tell different stories. 

In phototherapy as well as in teaching, the act of looking at photos is 
an interactive process in which the client or the trainee holds the main 
role. It is important that the person who has chosen the photo can 
take his/her time to talk freely about the mental associations evoked 
by the photo. The therapist shares his/her own perceptions, questions, 
feelings and associations only later, after which the therapeutic 
dialogue can continue. During the therapy process, the client can revert 
to the selected photos over and over again, and also select new photos. 
Typically the client finds from the collection the meaningful key photos 
which become the representations of the scenery of his/her own mind 
and to which he/she refers to in later discussions. 

The Spectro Graffiti series represents the world of images around us. 
People have made graffiti through the ages, from the cave paintings 
of times of Greek and Roman empires to the present day. Materials 
have changed from traditional paints to spray paints, felt-tip pens 
and stickers. The Specro Graffiti series springs from my interest to 
spontaneous, creative expression which one meets around the world. 
It appears as almost identical, colourful sign of the presence of youth in 
surprising surroundings, in city centres as well as in abandoned, remote 
districts or deep in woods in rejected places. In daylight, we can see 
evidence of the murky lives of the cities.  

The Spectro Clouds series is suitable for describing sentiments and future 
prospects at a general level. The sky with clouds forms a fascinating, 
constantly changing spectacle of nature. In different cultures, the sky 
and clouds have numerous mythical and narrative meanings. Painters 
and poets have been inspired by the sky through the ages. The sky 
photographers and cloud watchers are a group of their own.  

Spectro Card Vintage series Portrait, Family and Diverse are around 
one hundred years old photos, so called Visit cards. Most of them are 
photographed in Photo Studios in Finland. Spectro Vintage photos tell 
stories of ancient generations and they may give a lot of inspiration for 
story telling in therapy and counselling.
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1. Photographs are placed at the same time on a table or some 
other even surface. 

2. The instructor describes the basic guidelines for working with 
the photos. The nature of the introduction depends on the group 
and the instructor’s own experience.  

3. The instructor clearly defines the theme, which is the basis for 
choosing a photo. The instructor can also write the question on the 
board or present it in another written form. 

4. Participants are advised to focus intensively on looking at the 
photo cards, and to choose 1 or 2 photos from the collection 
according to the situation.

Questions can be formed in such a way that group members’ moods, 
emotions and thoughts become accessible and visible:

- feelings when entering the group
- motivation and expectations
- experiences related to the theme 
- clarification of meaningful issues
- evaluation of the group activity
- evaluation of what has been learnt

  
In a therapy session, it is made visible

- which picture corresponds intuitively to an emotion or thought  
- how an emotion or a sensation looks like on a symbolic level
- what is important or significant in life
- what illustrates human relationships
- what kinds of dreams or hopes exist 
              

The photo cards are well suited to be used in group sessions. They bring 
out the individuality, differences and uniqueness of people. This is the 
principle advantage of using the cards. All the cards are equal and no 
card is superior or inferior to another. The cards do not hold any hidden 
information. The story of each card is created over again by the person 
who chooses the card and according to his/her visualizations. I have 
myself used the cards hundreds of times and the stories composed from 
the cards are always different. Life and the whole spectrum of emotions 
are strongly present in them. Everyone can experience satisfaction from 
their choice and from the discoveries stemming from the card. 

In teaching and group sessions, the use of the card series is directed 
by the professional expertise of the instructor/group leader and by 
the psychotherapeutic frame of reference and its methods, including 
asking open questions, searching for and clarifying schemes and life 
themes, reflective discussion etc. 

The basic process of using the Spectro Cards

At its simplest, the process can be described as follows: a collection of 
photographs is placed for viewing and viewed together. The process 
begins with the instructor/therapist laying out the photos, which he/she 
has chosen. He/she then determines the direction of the participant’s/
participants’ attention by asking questions that are related to the 
selected photos. The choosing of the photo is done intuitively. This is 
where the unfolding of the messages in the photos begins as well as 
the journey to the inner world of the mind. 
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- Does the picture evoke memories of a specific period in life? 
- Would you like to tell a story that is connected to the picture? 
- Who would you like to look at this picture with? 
- How do you feel about sharing your thoughts about the picture?
- What would be the counterpart of the picture and why?
- Which picture would you not have chosen under any 
   circumstances and why?
- How would you name this picture? 

Open questions are intended to help the viewer to find a connection 
to the things meaningful to him/herself, whether they relate to 
present time, past or future.  People who have gone through traumatic 
experiences are being helped to recognise fears, risks and factors that 
may threaten their feeling of security, and on the other hand, to find, on 
a symbolic level, protective resources and things that evoke the sense 
of security.

Concrete  questions  can  be  asked  in  situations  of  crisis  and   in  turning   points:
- Which photo reflects your own moment of crisis?
- What kind of fears do you have in life?
- Which photo provides protection or creates peacefulness? 
- Which photo depicts turning points in your own crisis?
- What is your goal in order to not to be afflicted by the crisis? 

            
The instructor/therapist can also give homework relating to the photo(s): 

- Write a story, a letter or a poem about the photo. 
- Find a counterpart for the photo from your own photographs. 
- Take a photograph, which is a continuation for the photo that 
   you have chosen.          
                             

Participants are given 5-10 minutes for viewing and choosing the 
photos. Usually participants find their own photo, related to the 
question posed by the instructor, quite naturally and quickly. 
 

5. Photos are chosen in silence. The photo(s) are chosen intuitively, 
after which the participant takes the photo(s) with him/her and 
sits down to his/her seat. The group sits in a circle or in another 
formation, which makes it possible for all members of the group 
to see each other. The viewing and choosing of the photo(s) is 
based on visual perception. Perceptions and alertness of a person 
are always affected by his/her mind, memories, experiences and 
preferences.

6.  Each member of the group shows his/her photo and tells about 
his/her choice. He/she must not be interrupted and no comments 
are made during the (photo) round. Members of the group take 
their turn intuitively and according to their judgement. The 
situation progresses freely. 

7.  After the round the group leader and the members of the group 
can make comments and discuss thoughts that arose during the 
round. The activity can be taken further by continuing the work 
individually or in a group, or the group can also continue working 
according to their original task. 

If necessary, participants can continue looking at the picture and ask 
the following questions which have been developed by the pioneers of 
phototherapy; Judy Weiser, David Krauss, Joel Walker and Rosy Martin:   

- Why did you choose this picture?
- What thoughts, feelings, hopes or fantasies are connected to this picture? 
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4. EXPERIENCES OF USING THE SPECTRO CARDS

The Spectro cards can be used in all kinds of different teaching, training 
and group situations with people of all ages. Here below are some 
examples and recollections of experiences and moments that people 
have had, when using the cards in training or in therapeutic work. 
 

With the Spectro cards it is possible to:

 Search essential emotions and thoughts

 Portray experiences and memories

 Explore, analyze and define

 Create something new

 Tell stories

 Realize visions

 Observe, learn and find new perspectives

Cards cannot be given to clients but in some circumstances the client 
may have a copy of the photo, which allows him/her to continue to 
work with the photo in a variety of ways. 

The viewing of the photo cards can either start or end the group work 
activity. Naturally, cards can also be viewed whenever appropriate 
during the group activity. The group instructor can apply the method 
in various ways: he/she can follow a specific manuscript, a plan with 
alternative working methods, or he/she can use the photo cards in case 
the group is not making any progress or the situation has reached a 
dead-end.
 
In principle, the photos are selected according to person’s own intuition 
and according to the direction of his/her attention. The use of the 
cards can be varied by using different methods: photos can be chosen 
randomly from a pile, photos can be chosen whilst turned upside down, 
or the instructor or another member of the group can select a card for 
the viewer or the interpreter. In couples therapy, family therapy and 
group therapy participants can be asked to choose a photo for another 
person based on their hypothesis on how the other person would him/
herself choose it.
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for him represented the feeling of “being stuck in life”. Another 
member of the group chose a photo card in which he saw no hope 
at all. Others chose somewhat more optimistic photos.  We went 
on to talk about “what is depression, how do we define it and how 
to find strength to cope with the everyday life”. With the help of 
the photos, the discussion was quickly taken to a very profound 
level. The photo cards proved to be a great help to me as I am 
not the group’s regular nurse. Although being an outsider, the 
discussions have been profound, and the photos have created a 
safe atmosphere for all of us.

Experiences of emotions attached to the photos
In therapy groups with people suffering from depression, I have 
noticed a certain recurrent trend when choosing the photos. 
People often choose a card in which stone steps go up and the 
sun shines at the top. This card represents hope for many people 
- there is light at the end of the tunnel. Photo cards with rocks or 
statues, on the other hand, are often seen to represent one’s own 
stagnant state of mind, apathy and depression.

Search essential emotions and thoughts

By means of the Spectro cards, emotions, thoughts and memories 
can be evoked. Choosing a photo and studying it can bring out things 
significant to oneself.  Verbal expression is facilitated through the use 
of photos. At its best, self-knowledge is increased and interaction with 
others becomes deeper. In a group, the similarity and differences of the 
emotional meanings that each individual has attached to their photos 
can be compared. 

Starting a group – emotions on the surface
The photo cards have really been excellent when starting a new 
group. The participants have found it easy to express an emotion 
or object of predilection, fear or joy. It has been interesting to note 
that for different people the same photo can express opposite 
things and emotions, as for example a photo of a spiral. For some 
people it portrays continuity and for others it seems as if the spiral 
would suck you in, or it is frightening otherwise. Shadows and 
reflections in the photos arouse mainly negative emotions like 
fear, distress, tension, threat, etc. Through emotional experiences 
a group has started off well. The excitement attached to the initial 
experience is shared together.

Reaching an emotion and talking about it openly
I had an unforgettable experience with a group of patients 
suffering from depression. One patient chose a photo of ice which 

S
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that all his memories had vanished. He was empty and resigned, 
but after a couple of hours he drew a small fire on the beach by 
the birch forest and said that now he remembered how he had 
once been on a picnic with his family and that memory arose from 
that scenery of the beach and the forest. Finally, he cut images of 
people from a magazine and made a collage portraying a family 
around a campfire on a beach by birch forest. That picture and the 
memory of that moment still touch me. 

A photo depicts emotions and alternations of emotions
I am a nurse and a psychotherapist and I use the photo cards with 
patients in individual therapy as well as in family meetings and 
in group situations. With the help of the cards, I can ask people 
to describe their emotions and feelings. Very often people find 
hope in the pictures which is important. One of the most moving 
experiences I have had was when I had a patient so distressed that 
she could not even speak. I asked her to choose a card which best 
described her state of mind. She chose a card portraying a room 
and a window at the back. After she had made the choice, she was 
able to tell that her mind was totally empty, just like the room in 
that picture, she had no words to express herself. In the photo, there 
were colours by the window, which appeared in her life only when 
she was by her husband. Otherwise her world was empty. She 
also chose another photo, depicting a hand on the snow. For me it 
seemed like a hand of a dead person, but I did not give my opinion. 
She said that for her it was a like a hand reaching out to help her. 
For me, both photos were very impressive. When a person’s mind 
is empty, it is very difficult to express oneself verbally. Later on she 
chose a photo in which a path was leading through a beautiful forest. 
For her that photo meant hope for the better; healing had begun.

Portray experiences and memories

Working with the cards is an expedition to the universe of human mind. 
The cards evoke memories and experiences one has had in his/her life. 
Examining these moments can be continued in teaching or therapy context 
depending on the situation and need. Combining visual images and  
verbal  expression  enriches  imagination and reflecting on experiences.  

Photos encourage communication
This spring I held a photography course for a group of foreign 
students. I started the group with using the Spectro cards. I was 
positively surprised how the students expressed themselves, 
revealing emotions and thoughts related to their everyday 
student life and to problems they had faced in the foreign country. 
I felt that, especially when expressing oneself in a language which 
is not the mother tongue of either party, photos encourage and 
support the communication very well. Using the photo cards in 
the group was a good solution. It was an interesting interactive 
situation and a moving experience which stayed in our minds. 
Even at the end of the course we were thinking back and talking 
about the first meeting.

Childhood memories
One unforgettable and moving situation took place in a prison, 
when I gave one prisoner a photo of a birch forest and asked him 
to think about and depict one meaningful moment he had had 
with his family. He looked at me helplessly and said that he could 
not remember anything because he had used drugs for so long 

P
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 A photo can calm the mind
A person suffering from a burn-out was in a state of psychosis in 
my office. I had to leave the room to renew his prescription. Before 
I left I asked him to choose one photo among the Spectro cards 
which he would find calming. I was gone for about five minutes. 
When I came back he said: “You calmed me down”. This was the 
beginning of our collaboration. It was difficult for him to trust and 
let himself be treated. He said that the photo calmed his mind. 
Instead of his earlier, rather incoherent talk, he started to tell 
about his situation. I believe that he got an experience that he was 
not completely without hope.

Photos can help to talk about one’s experiences
I had an experience once, when as a supervisor at a workplace, 
I was thinking about the difficult, wearisome and professionally 
demanding work situation of the supervisee. The supervisee chose 
four photos to describe the work situation with all its threats. The 
photos were discussed. Then he chose four photos through which 
he saw a positive situation and also means to reach the positive 
outcome. Then we discussed things again. The four photos the 
supervisee had chosen were saved on his computer. This way he 
could go back and look at them for support at any time at work. 
The Spectro cards can help people to describe their work or life 
situations also when one is lost for words and the mind is in the 
surge of emotions. Through the photos and questions related to 
them, concentration and clarifying matters becomes easier than 
just through discussion. This, at least, is my personal experience.

Explore, analyze and define

The Spectro cards may be used for analyzing problematic situations 
and things one is pondering in one’s mind. With the help of the 
Spectro cards, one can consider alternatives for the problem 
solving, find the essential aspects of the problem and create a 
way of processing or solving the problem. The versatile use of 
the photos provides a model of flexibility and creative approach.  

E
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Create something new

The Spectro cards may be used to stimulate creativeness by observing 
the cards peacefully and by giving space to arising ideas and thoughts. 
With the cards, one goes through dialogue in one’s mind as well as with 
others, which promotes self-knowledge and empathy with relation to 
oneself and others. Viewing the cards can be used as a relaxing pause.

Photos facilitate expression
In my group, viewing the photos has led to increased awareness 
and understanding. Photos have been chosen intuitively, 
according to their pleasantness or unpleasantness, based on 
feelings, or from the point of view of another person, and they 
have been exchanged with others. In all work methods, and 
especially in pair work with other group members, photos have 
encouraged people to express themselves and say things they 
have wanted to say to the other person, but have been unable 
to, without a photo. Working with the photo cards has clearly 
liberated the group to interact in more diverse and creative ways. 

Sprouts of new found femininity
A woman was processing her femininity through two photos 
selected from two different series of cards. She was studying the 
two photos by alternating them and at the same time writing 
a letter to herself. She started off with a mute, faceless statue 

C

Phototherapy congress, Seoul 2010.  
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Tell stories    

Looking at photos can be combined with storytelling. The story can be a 
short description of just a few words or a longer narrative. The story can 
be a real, meaningful event to oneself, or an imaginary story. By means 
of photos, one’s own life story or family history can be illustrated and 
enlivened. In teaching and group work, photos can be used to create 
stories within a given theme.

Narration becomes more diversified after repeated use
I have used the photo cards with people in rehabilitation, 
recovering from depression. I have used the photos for example 
to describe the atmosphere of the day, in the writing of inversed 
stories, to help to look at things from a new perspective, and 
to give feedback. In the method of inversed story writing, two 
photos were chosen, a nice photo and a less pleasant photo. Both 
a positive and a negative story were written from both photos. 
The stories were very diverse. It was observed that life has many 
shades. In addition, we noted that in the beginning, the narration 
was restricted to short descriptions of what was concretely seen in 
the picture. When the group sessions went on and the use of the 
cards progressed, the stories became more symbolic and subtle. 
The stories started to live in new ways.

and ended up with a model of a woman with floating hemlines. 
She found within herself a longing for femininity. Joy and trust 
in the new insight were strongly reflected in her presence. With 
photos and writing, she started to create her new feminine 
identity which was later supported further through empowering 
self-portrait photography.

T

Phototherapy workshop, Prag 2011.
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Realize visions

The Spectro cards facilitate vision-based processing, since the images 
and the illustrated elements are essential in visions. The cards may 
function, for example, as a stimulating element leading towards a 
search for personal or communal visions and future prospects.

Creating visions for work group
Initially, there were two photos of which one described the 
problems and the other resources related to a work situation. 
Both themes were treated in the group at length. The object of the 
day was to find for the group common aims for the future. In the 
development work, the group ended up choosing vision photos 
from the Spectro cards. The aims were picked out of the photos 
and agreed upon in the discussions, and in the end, a visual 
representation of the group’s aims for the next year was produced. 
The day ended in good cooperation and high spirits.

The photo cards are wanted for oneself
The cards are touching. It is interesting how some cards are 
chosen time after time in different situations with different 
people. I remember one case in particular; there is a hand in one 
photo with a ray of light glowing upon it. It was obviously very 
meaningful for the student since she asked after the group session 
if she could have it for herself. Sometimes I feel that especially a 
photo, which somehow evokes hope or supports the students in 
their decisions, is nice to give to them, to encourage them further.

Therapist taking an active role can promote inspiration
I once used the photo cards with a client in a way that we both 
took five cards randomly and started telling a story taking turns 
and using one card at a time. The other one started the story and 
the other one had to continue using her next card. I was surprised 
how well this exercise worked as my client was rather short-
spoken in normal interaction.

A group of children tells a story
We wanted to create a story for our class with the Spectro 
cards. Each student chose a photo he/she liked and everyone 
took turns telling about their card. With my questions we lead 
them to concentrate on feelings and emotions. Once everyone 
had presented their photo, we started together to combine our 
thoughts and make them to a story. An imaginative story, with 
many shades, of friendship and surmounting difficulties was 
created. The plot was created by the children alone. We wanted 
to trust and to give room to children’s own, sometimes absurd 
ideas. We continued with adding sounds to the story. The children 
were encouraged to try all kinds of objects and sources of sound 
to depict the events and atmosphere of the story. They delighted 
and surprised us with their flexibility, their ability to negotiate 
and take into consideration the opinions of others and with their 
creativity. The joy, brought by the experience of making an image 
and sound story, was transferred to surprisingly many situations. 
The shared pride for the story was tangible. 

R
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Observe, learn and find new perspectives

The Spectro cards enable us to observe issues from different and new 
perspectives. In a safe atmosphere, a photo sets the mind to a creative 
state, ready to give and to receive, and to learn new things.

The empowering significance of nature photos
Once in our group we each chose one “good” and one “bad” photo 
and then compared them. Almost everyone had chosen as a “good” 
photo a photo that was related to nature. Although we were all 
city dwellers, nature and everything related to it seems to be an 
inexhaustible source of strength and peace, at least for us Finns.

Using the photo cards requires practice
People who can attach abstract visions and images to their 
experiences, and use creative thinking in general, can clearly 
analyse and use the photos better and more effectively than people 
who need concrete facts to figure out situations and thoughts. 
Using the photo cards requires that the client learns new ways to 
analyse his/her emotions and thoughts. It has been good to see 
that learning does happen. One should not be discouraged if the 
beginning is meagre - the photos will lead the way to creativity.

Combining photos and music is rewarding
I used the photo cards with a group of music therapy students the 
following way: we laid out the Spectro cards on the floor, spread 

Reflecting upon one’s own work
During an especially hard work period I used the photo cards 
myself. I chose a photo and placed it on my desk to remind me of 
the fact that it was hard at work now, but things would soon get 
easier! It had happened before. The photo strengthened hope and 
belief in the future!

O
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Learn new things about yourself by combining symbolic photos 
and self-portrait photos. Examples of exercises:

Make a family tree where you collect photos of your family, of 
your childhood family and of your grandparents. Choose symbolic 
photos to represent the people in the family tree, or generations. 

Choose photos of different periods of your life, such as babyhood, 
childhood, youth, adulthood and possibly old age. Choose a 
symbolic photo for each period to represent the atmosphere of 
that particular period of life. 

Choose a photo of a turning point in your life, and with it a 
symbolic photo, or photos, representing that period of time and 
different points of view to that phase of life.  

Choose a symbolic photo connected to your self-portrait and tell 
as story of the pair of photos. Do the same exercise but choose a 
different symbolic photo. 

Choose a symbolic photo which affects your feelings, examine the 
photo and feel your emotions. What kind of emotions the photo 
evokes? Then take a self-portrait of yourself, or ask somebody else 
to take it. 

Looking at images and telling about them can be combined 
with writing. Writing complements and deepens the process of 
working out things in your mind. Digital storytelling is a new 
method which combines, in diverse ways, biographical photos, 
symbolic photos, writing as well as different soundscapes.

them out on a fairly large area. Music was playing and people 
were walking around, studying and looking at the photo cards, 
sometimes picking one up to examine it more closely. Then I asked 
them to pick up two cards related to themes: What is now? What 
is in the future? Next everyone went to find a space to be alone to 
write about the themes while the music was still playing on the 
background. After this the exercise was discussed and experiences 
shared while looking at the chosen photos. The group situation 
went on. Students paired up. The photo cards were now spread 
in another space in the seminar room. Everyone was asked to 
choose a photo to give to their pair. Choosing the photo and the 
theme was up to themselves, depending on what they wanted 
to communicate to their pair. The photo was then connected 
with sound/musical expression (different instruments and one’s 
own voice were available). After that everyone took turns to give 
the photo to their pair, accompanied by music they had chosen. 
During the sharing round, everyone told what they had wanted 
to communicate to their pair. In addition, their pair told how he/
she had reacted to the photo/music message, what it had looked 
like and sounded like and what kind of thoughts the telling about 
it now evoked. Finally we discussed the impact of the exercises, 
our own experiences, significance of the photos and applying 
these methods to one’s own work. The Spectro cards provoked 
great enchantment and interest among the participants. One 
participant recalled how she had been bursting with emotion 
when in the beginning they were walking among the photos and 
then, on top of everything, the music started playing. All senses 
were receptive and the stream of emotions started to flow. 
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5. NATURE OF PHOTOS FROM THERAPEUTIC VIEWPOINT

What are the expressive and therapeutic powers a photograph 
retains? Why is an image, a photograph in particular, so meaningful? 
Roland Barthes, a French literary theorist, explains this by saying that 
“Photographs make visible the moments that “once were” moments of 
our life. Reality is strongly present in these moments, and also death, 
since the moment has gone, it does not exist anymore. A photo presents 
“true” moments which have once happened, if not for me, then for 
someone else, and we can share these moments that have existed 
also together. The power of a photograph lies in this authenticity. 
The power of a photograph is strong also in that it outstrips the 
conventional language, the spoken language level. The language of 
the photos functions with the emotion provoking and symbolic logic 
of its own, which has a primordial place in the structures of the human 
mind. According to studies in attention and perceptual psychology, we 
know that people pay attention to things that are meaningful from the 
point of view of survival, and often these perceptions are made on an 
emotional level. Our emotions act as fast communicators. 

The concepts of phototherapy have been developed since the end 
of 1970s, especially by the pioneer of the field, psychologist and 
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Phototherapy is not an independent form of therapy, but can be used 
as a tool among the other above mentioned methods in most types 
of psychotherapy, and in therapeutic work or teaching in the fields of 
social welfare, health education, as well as in communal work, e.g. in 
commercial enterprises. 

The French literary theorist and semiotician Roland Barthes 
contemplates in an intriguing way the essence of photography in 
his well-known book Camera Lucida. He investigates the essence of 
photographing as an experience of taking photos, being photographed 
and looking at photos. His perceptions of the experience of looking at 
photos describe well what is significant, in terms of therapeutic work, 
in looking at associative photos.

From the point of view of phototherapy, his distinction of photographs 
according to their effect is particularly interesting.  He classifies 
photographs to studium or punctum photos. Barthes describes a 
studium photo as ordinary, the purpose and the event of viewing are 
general or ordinary, the spectator is not surprised by the photo. What 
is essential is that the photograph does not touch the spectator in a 
deeper emotional level. With punctum photographs, on the other 
hand, the spectator forms a personal emotional relationship with. 
The punctum, according to Barthes, rises from the photograph as an 
element of such strength that it can shoot out like an arrow. He has 
also said:”A photograph arouses me, it really is happening to me. Some 
specific photograph gets a hold on me, it brings me back to life, I bring 
it back to live”. 

From a phototherapeutic viewpoint, Barthes’ definition of punctum 
photographs is well in line with the current perception psychology 

art therapist Judy Weiser. She divides the phototherapy work into 
two levels, phototherapy in therapy and phototherapy as therapy. 
Judy Weiser defines phototherapy in therapy work as activating and 
processing emotions, thoughts and experiences under the therapist’s 
care and supervision. Therapeutic phototherapy on the other hand is a 
self-guided, self-contemplating and artistic expression detached from 
the official therapy work. 

Judy Weiser* divides the phototherapy techniques into five different 
main groups which can partly overlap: 

1.    The Projective process   
2.   Self-portraits
3.   Photos of clients taken by other people 
4.   Photos taken or collected by clients
5.   Family album and other autobiographical photos 

In the Finnish definition of phototherapy, which I have created**, the 
methods are divided into the following three main groups: 

1.   Using the client’s biographical photos
2.   Using symbolic, associative photos 
3.    Photographing and using photos as a therapeutic tool

Photos and photographing can also be combined with other expressive 
methods such as writing, music, drama and dance.

*Judy Weiser – www.phototherapy-centre.com
**Valokuvan terapeuttinen voima,  toim. U. Halkola, L. Mannermaa, T. Koffert, L. Koulu
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the viewer along. After a phototherapeutic viewing, the photos reveal 
new dimensions and connections. Life’s events with their lights and 
shadows can be seen in a new light.

Surviving in life has been researched by sociologist Aaron Antonovsky. 
He has created the concept of coherence to describe the coping in life. 
The central factors of coherence are trust and ability to feel that life is 
comprehensible, meaningful and manageable. According to studies, a 
strong sense of coherence promotes and protects a person’s health and 
well-being. With the help of symbolic photographs all these elements, 
important to one’s well-being, can be examined in an illustrative way.  
The uniqueness of one’s own life and things meaningful for oneself are 
brought out and, at the same time, supported and reinforced with the 
help of symbolic photographs. 

Closely linked to Aaron Antonovsky’s themes of coherence is the 
comprehensive coping model Basic Ph, created by trauma therapist 
Ofra Aylon, according to which humans’ coping skills consist of six 
dimensions:  beliefs and values, emotions and ability to recognize 
emotions, social interaction skills, imagination, cognition and 
physiological dimension, which includes bodily sensations and sensory 
world. Through these dimensions, one is in relation to oneself and to 
the world around. 

At its best, good therapy, training or teaching combines all above 
mentioned elements attached to emotions, thoughts and actions. 
Using photo cards adds to these functions its own enlightening level.

research and memory research. We easily direct our attention to 
emotionally meaningful things, which might spring from our memories 
or current experiences, and often have to do with coping in life. 
Looking at a punctum photo can provoke a significant memory which 
causes anguish and pain and brings into mind the hardships of life. A 
photograph might become a key photo, from the psychotherapeutic 
point of view. A punctum photo can be a biographical photo, newspaper 
photo, document photo, art image or any other photo. A punctum 
photo can also be intimate and emotive in a positive way, a photo 
which becomes of special importance through emotions attached to it. 
With the help of the Spectro cards, people can be exposed to the world 
of meaningful, emotive photos. A photo can become a significant key 
photo to the important moments or events in life.

In a photograph, light and the power of an image unite. An image 
can bring to daylight and make visible things that words, for one 
reason or another, are unable to reach.  With the help of photographs, 
people who have experienced crises and traumas can approach the 
painful situations in life so that it becomes possible to work them out. 
Therapeutic aid can help to live with the trauma. The psychotherapeutic 
use of photos requires the therapist to have a good knowledge of the 
powerful effect of the photographs. Processing the photos must 
be given enough time and space. The therapist needs to respect the 
client’s narration, observations and interpretations of the picture, and 
support him/her in finding meanings in it and their effects on his/her 
life situation. The aim is to strengthen the psyche and to find protective 
resources, new perspectives and hope to one’s life. 

The material concreteness of the photos allows therapeutic dialogue in 
which emotions and senses are strongly present. A photograph sweeps 
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Spectrum eye allows the viewer to see the photo exactly in the light 
that one wants to see and experience it. There is a wide spectrum 
on offer. Each photo card is given meaning through the viewers’ 
observation, interpretation and meanings assigned to it. When viewing 
the photos with others, the spectrum of different meanings and the 
unique individuality of people can be experienced together. People are 
open to the interpretations of others, ready to change their points of 
view, if necessary, and to look at the photos from a new perspective. 

The Spectro cards are the bearers of the spectrum eye. I have taken 
the photos and created the card series to be viewed and explored, 
respecting the diversity of life. The symbol card of the Spectro card 
series is the spectrum of colours born through the prism. On the dark 
background it represents, for me, the essence of photograph and life 
with all its shades and colours. The spectrum eye signifies spectrum-
like liveliness and variability – it permits imagination to play and opens 
way for new sceneries of mind.

CONCLUSION

I hope that the Spectro Cards contribute to bringing colour, joy and light 
to support teaching, training and therapy work. To conclude, I propose 
six ways to look at the Spectro cards:

Intuitive eye is vigilant and it recognizes easily an interesting object. 
Emotions guide the selection and the photo meaningful to oneself is 
found. 

Reflective eye observes the photo, reflecting on the emotions, thoughts 
and memories emerging from it. It is open to the sensations arising 
from the photo, poised to discover and verbalize the evoked feelings. 

Dialogic eye views the photos in interaction with other viewers. The 
photo is viewed together, curious to find out information about the 
meaning of the photo, ready to share the experience of viewing the 
photo together. In discussions, new dimensions of the photo are found. 

Bucking eye is resisting stubbornly. It means disobedient, challenging 
and critical eye. The bucking eye recognizes the cultural effects and 
searches actively for multiple meanings in the photos. 

Empowering eye observes the photos from the point of view of how 
the photo gives the viewer the strength he/she needs and how it can 
symbolize the strength.  
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EXAMPLES OF   SPECTRO  CARDS
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SPECTRO VISIONS
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SPECTRO CRISES
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SPECTRO MODELS
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SPECTRO GRAFFITI
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SPECTRO CLOUDS
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SPECTRO VISIONS 
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SPECTRO  VINTAGE PORTRAIT
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SPECTRO  VINTAGE FAMILY
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SPECTRO  VINTAGE DIVERSE
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